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DUKE POWER COMPANY
Powna Buns.ntwo

422 Sourn Cauncu STanzT, CIIARIDTTE, N. C. asa4a

WILLI AM O. PAR K ER, JR.

Vice PotstOENT TELEPMONE: AREA 704
stE.- eBoOuct,o= June 18, 1982 sis-4ces

!

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Ms. E. C. Adensam, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 4

Re: McGuire Nuclear Station
Docket Nos. 50-369, 50-370

Dear Mr. Denton:

Enclosed are forty (40) copies of updated responses to the document " Duke Power
Company, McGuire Nuclear Station, Response to TMI Concerns." The purpose of
thisirevision is to update responses to address specifically implementation
of various Action Plan /NUREG-0737 items for Unit 2. Where no specific mention
is made of differences between Unit 1 and Unit 2, the description applies to
both units. This revision also includes miscellaneous changes which reflect

updated Commission guidance and status on several items.

Please advise if there are questions regarding this revision..

iVery truly yours,

. , ,

Q. q} >n.. =

William O. Parker, Jr. U

GAC/php
Attachment

cc: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator p g[
U. S. N.' clear Regulatory Commission V

/Region II ;

/g101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Mr. P. R. Bemis
Senior Resident Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station
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Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
June 18, 1982
Page 2

WILLIAM 0. PARKER, JR., being duly sworn, states that he is a Vice President

of Duke Power Company; and that he is authorized on the part of said Company
to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission this document, " Duke
Power Company, McGuire Nuclear Station, Response to TMI Concerns," and that
all statements and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best
of his knowledge.

I

f - - e. u ,

William O. Parker, Jr Q ice President

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 18th day of June, 1982.

v
N6tary Public ~

My Commission Expires:

September 20, 1984
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SHIFT MANNING

Reference: Action Plan - I.A.1.3

The shift crew composition for operation of McGuire Unit 1 will be in accordance
with Section 6.0 of the McGuire Technical Specifications. The minimum shift
manning for Unit 1 will be one shift supervisor (SRO), one senior reactor oper-
ator in the Control Room (SRO), two reactor operators (R0 License - one in
Control Room at all times), two nuclear equipment operators (non-licensed
personnel). In addition, a shift technical advisor will be assigned to each
shift in a strictly advisory capacity. A licensed SRO will be stationed in
the Control Room whenever the unit is operating in Modes 1, 2, 3 or 4. If the
shift technical advisor is the only SRO in the Control Room, the shift super-
visor or assistant shift supervisor will be available to the Control Room within
ten minutes.

Provisions governing the amount of overtime worked by licensed operators are
incorporated into the McGuire administrative procedure, Station Directive 3.1.4,
Conduct of Operations. This procedure is being revised to include the latest
Commission policy as stated in 47 FR 23836 on June 1, 1982. Specifically, this
directive will limit the use of overtime as follows:

a. An individual shall not work more than 16 hours straight
(excluding shift turnover time),

b. An individual shall not work more than 16 hours in any
24-hour period, nor more than 24 hours in any 48-hour period
nor more than 72 hours in any seven day period (all excluding

shift turnover time).

c. A break of at least eight hours shall be allowed between work
periods (including shift turnover time).

d. Except during extended shutdown periods, the use of overtime
shall be considered on an individual basis and not for the
entire staff on a shift.

Deviations from these limits will be authorized by either the Station Manager
or the Superintendent of Operations.
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| REVISED SCOPE AND CRITERIA FOR LICENSING EXAMINATIONS

Reference: Action Plan - Plan I.A.3.1

The McGuire reactor operator and senior reactor operator license applicants
have taken the NRC pre-revision written examinations. However, these
applicants were required to pass the examinations with a grade of 80% over-
all and 70% in each category. Those license applicants who must be reexamined
will take the new revised examination. The McGuire license applicants have
submitted letters to Mr. Paul Collins, NRC Operator Licensing Branch, which
request the release of their examination results.

The McGuire license requalification program includes academic instruction
in heat transfer, fluid flow, thermodynamics, and mitigation of accidents
involving a degraded core. The program includes both normal and emergency
operation instruction on the McGuire simulator and meeis the requirements
of Enclosure 4 to Mr. H. R. Denton's letter of March 28, 1980 to All Power
Reactor Applicants and Licensees. This requalification program includes

examinations given in multiple segments following the lecture series for that
segment. Any operator scoring less than 80 percent overall for the entire series
of examinations or less than 70 percent on a segment examination is removed
from licensed duties and placed in an accelerated requalification program. In

addition, any operator scoring less than 80 percent on a segment examination
receives remedial instruction in the topics covered in that segment.

I-6
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TRAINING FOR MITIGATING CORE DAMAGE

Reference: Action Plan - II.B.4

A special training program for mitigating core damage was conducted at McGuire
by the General Physics Corporation. This program commenced on October 13,
1980 and consisted of forty hours of instruction covering five consecutive
days. Lecture topics included the following: accident analysis; PWR heat
transfer; PWR thermal and hydraulic transient response; LOCA analysis; incore
and excore instrumentation; vital instrumentation; reactor chemistry;
radiation monitoring; and gas generation. All of the available McGuire
operators participated in this training program. Selected McGuire operator
training instructors and other appropriate Duke personnel including the
Superintendent cf Operations and certain operating engineers also participated.

Instruction in mitigating core damage is provided to the following McGuire
personnel:

1) Station Manager,
2) those operating engineers and licensed operators who did not

participate in the October, 1980 training program, and
3) the top level technicians in the Instrumentation and Electrical,

Health Physics, and Chemistry sections.

This instruction is provided in two parts. The first is a program which will
primarily address what actions are necessary to appropriately respond to an
accident which has occurred. This program applies to all technical disciplines
and employee levels. A second level of training is provided to specific
station groups so that they can effectively perform their accident mitigation
duties.

Training for mitigating core damage has been incorporated into the McGuire
operator training and requalification programs. This training places
increased emphasis on the operation and significance of any McGuire systems or
instrumentation which could be used to monitor and control accidents in which
the core may be severely damaged. Vital instrumentation which supplies the
operator with needed information in a degraded core situation and alternate
methods of obtaining this information is identified. Specific instruction in
the interpretation of instrument readings in degraded core situations is also
provided.

The existing body of knowledge regarding nuclear plant response under degraded
core conditions is being enlarged. Duke is participating in this effort in
conjunction with other utilities, INPO, and the NSSS vendors. Information
resulting from this effort will be incorporated into appropriate training
programs for McGuire station personnel soon after it fs available. Enclosure
3 to Mr. H. R. Denton's letter of March 28, 1980 to All Power Reactor
Applicants and Licensees is being used as a basis in the development of this
information. In addition the cleanup effort at TMI Unit 2 should provide
significant information in this regard.

I-9
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In addition, the CCCLS test has been recently performed at Sequoyah Unit 1,
North Anna Unit 2, and Salem Unit 2. The results of these tests, which are
applicable to McGuire, have confirmed the existing knowledge regarding primary
system cooldown using the CVCS.

The " Establishment of Natural Circulation from Stagnant Conditions" test was
recently performed at Sequoyah Unit 1. Selected McGuire personnel observed
the performance of this test of Sequoyah (the entire Sequoyah low power test
program was observed). The results of this test have been evaluated by Duke
and the appropriate portions incorporated into the McGuire simulator for
training.

The " Boron Mixing and Cooldown" test was performed at Sequoyah with the
reactor critical. This test will be performed at Diablo Canyon Unit 1 using
decay heat af ter completion of the power ascension program and manufacturer's
acceptance test. The thermohydraulic properties of Sequoyah, Diablo Canyon,
and McGuire are extremely similar. Therefore, the test results from Sequoyah
and Diablo Canyon will be applicable to McGuire. Duke has evaluated the
Sequoyah test results and the Diablo Canyon test results. The appropriate
results have been incorporated into the McGuire operator training program.

The above deviations from the low power test program performed at Sequoyah do
not compromise Duke's low power test program for McGuire. This McGuire
program satisfies the NRC requirement for low power tests to provide
meaningful technical information beyond that obtained in the normal startup
test program and to provide supplemental operator training. Appropriate
information resulting from this McGuire program have been incorporated into
the McGuire operator training program.

The test program described above was performed on Unit 1. This program will
not be repeated on Unit 2 since the McGuire simulator can provide the operator
with the necessary training in natural circulation operation.

I-10A
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NSSS VENDOR REVIEW 0F PROCEDURES

Reference: Action Plan - I.C.7

On May 15,1980 a selected group of McGuire emergency procedures were
submitted to Westinghouse for their review. On August 4, 5, and 6, 1980 a
seminar was held at McGuire to discuss the Westinghouse Emergency Operating
Instructions and selected McGuire emergency procedures with Westinghouse.
Subsequent to this seminar the McGuire emergency procedures were modified. On
October 2, 1980 the following draft emergency procedures were sent to
Westinghouse for review:

1) Immediate Actions and Diagnostics for Safety Injection
2) Loss of Reactor Coolant
3) Steam Generator Tube Rupture
4) Loss of Steam Generator Feedwater
5) Secondary Line Rupture

Westinghouse has reviewed the McGuire procedures for initial core loading and
low power physics testing and has found them to be consistent with the
standard Westinghouse recommended procedures.

The special low power test procedures were sent to Westinghouse on October 3,
1980 for review. Westinghouse reviewed these procedures and prepared a safety
evaluation of this low-power test program. This safety evaluation is provided
in Appendix E.

Westinghouse has reviewed the McGuire Unit 1 power ascension test procedures
and has found them to be consistent with the standard Westinghouse recommended
procedures. Since the same basic procedures will be utilized to develop the
Unit 2 procedures, a separate review of the Unit 2 procedures by Westinghouse
is not contemplated.

I-13
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ACCIDENT ANALYSIS FOR PROCEDURE REVISION

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.9
Action Plan - I.C.1

Duke is in the process of developing new procedures and training guidelines
for controlling and mitigating small break LOCAs, incidents of inadequate core
cooling, and certain anticipated transients. Duke's effort is in conjunction
with analysis and research being performed by Westinghouse.

The Westinghouse analysis of small break LOCAs in upper head injection plants,
WCAP 9600 and WCAP 9639, has been submitted to the NRC for their review. Duke
has reviewed these reports and made the necessary modifications to the McGuire
emergency procedures and training program.

The Westinghouse analysis of inadequate core cooling, WCAP 9753, WCAP 9754,
and WCAP 9744, has been submitted to the NRC for their review. These reports
provide the analytical basis for the Westinghouse guidelinec for the detection
of and recovery from inadequate core cooling. These guidelines have been sub-
mitted for NRC review and approval. Duke will prepare an inadequate core
cooling procedure consistent with the approved guidelines. This procedure and
the accompanying training have been implemented.

Duke is actively involved in the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) program
involving revised Emergency Response Guidelines which address the items in
NUREG G737, I.C.1. This program is described in WOG letter OG-64 dated

j November 30, 1981 to Mr. D. G. Eisenhut. When this program has been fully
developed and when the NRC Staff has completed its review of the program,
Duke Power Company will implement the program.

I-15 6/18/82
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PROCEDURES FOR VERIFYING CORRECT PERFORMANCE OF
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Reference: Action Plan I.C.6

At McGuire Nuclear Station the designation " safety-related" is applied to all
systems important to safety.

Operating and periodic test procedures that require valve movement in safety-
related systems have been reviewed and revised as necessary to provide assurance
that these valves are returned to their correct position. These procedures
require verification of the operability of a redundant system prior to the
removal of any safety-related system from service, verification of the operability
of all safety-related systems when they are returned to service, and notification
of and action by the Shift Supervisor and reactor operators whenever any safety-
related system is removed from or returned to service. The removal from service
of portions of safety-related systems (for example, pumps, filters, fans, etc.)
are treated in a like manner. Formal checklists are used to provide assurance
that all valves in these safety-related systems are properly aligned. These
procedures also requir_e independent verification _of_ proper valve alignment._____ _
_ _ . . . _ __ _ _ , _ _ __ - _ _ _ _ _ . ._ _ .

. - - .. .

A removal and restoration procedure governs the repositioning of valves in
safety-related systems following maintenance activities or other non-normal
activities which require valve movement. This procedure also governs the
removal and restoration of portions of safety-related systems (for example,
pumps, filters, fans, etc.). A formal checklist provides assurance that all
safety-related valves are properly aligned following these activities. This
procedure also requires independent verification of_ proper valve alignment.

. . - - . .

Notification of and action by the Shift Supervisor and reactor operators when-
ever any safety-related system is removed from or returned to service is
accomplished by the use of the operating and periodic test procedure checklists,
red tags and the red tag logbook, white tags and the white tag logbook, out of
service stickers, and the 1.47 bypass panel. Log entries denoting the removal
and restoration are made in the Reactor Operator's Log. All of the above
documents are reviewed during shift turnovers.

I-16
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RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVE POSITION INDICATION
l

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.3a
Action Plan - II.D.3

PORV

The position of the pressurizer power-operated relief valves is detected by
seismically and environmentally qualified stem-mounted limit switches. The
limit switches actuate indicator lights on the main control board. The entire
circuit including power supply is safety-related. Additionally, a control
room computer alarm is activated upon the opening of a PORV.

Safety Valve

Flow through the safety valves is detected by an acoustic flow detection
system. This system senses vibrations caused by flow through the valve which
is an indication that the valve is not fully closed.

Two accelerometers have been strapped to the discharge piping of each safety
valve. One of these is an installed spare and is wired to the electronics
cabinet but not monitored. A charge converter processes the accelerometer
output and provides the voltage to the monitor. The RMS of this signal is
related to the flow through the valve. This signal is filtered and amplified
and is available on a front panel BNC connector. An RMS to DC converter
provides an output to drive a bar graph on the front panel. The bar graph is
a set of ten vertically arranged indicator lights which are labeled to give
valve position as a fraction of full open. The charge converter is located in
containment and the electronics cabinet is in the electrical penetration room.

The alarm output of the monitor is used to provide indication and alarm when
flow exists through any of the three safety valves. A safety grade indicator
light and a non-safety annunciator are provided. The bar graphs on the
monitor can be used to determine which valve is open.

The system, with the exception of the annunciator alarms, is safety grade,
meets the appropriate seismic and environmental qualification requirements,
and is installed on both Units 1 and 2.

II-1 6/18/82
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RELIEF AND SAFETY VALVE TESTING

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.2
Action Plan - II.D.1

Test Program

Duke Power Company is participating in and monitoring an EPRI testing program
to qualify the McGuire pressurizer relief and safety valves under expected
operating conditions for design basis transients and accidents. By letter
dated December 17, 1979, Mr. W. J. Cahill, Jr. , then Chairman of the EPRI
Safety and Analysis Task Force submitted to the NRC a " Program Plan for the
Performance Verification of PWR Safety / Relief Valves and Systems." Revision 1
of the program plan was submitted to the NRC on July 8,1980. On December 15,
1980 Mr. R. C. Youngdal, Chairman, EPRI Research Advisory Committee, provided
the NRC with the PWR utilities response to the NUREG-0737 " clarifications" of
the PWR pressurizer relief and safety valve testing required by the NRC. Duke
Power Company concurs in this response. The current schedule for completing
this testing is contained in Mr. Youngdal's letter. Submittal of test results
will be in accordance with the schedule in NRC Generic Letter 81-36.

The EPRI program calls for testing both the McGuire pressurizer relief and
safety valves. In addition a small number of pressurizer block valves
including the McGuire block valves have been tested as part of the EPRI
program. After completion of the test program and evaluation of the test
results Duke will submit test data to the NRC. This data will provide
evidence that the McGuire pressurizer relief and safety valves will open and
reclose under the expected McGuire flow conditions for the expected McGuire
operating and accident (non-ATWS) conditions. Test data submitted would
include criteria for success and failure of valves tested and would permit
evaluation of discharge piping and supports which are not tested directly.

The EPRI program also calls for the development of correlation codes for
analyzing the effect of relief and safety valve discharge piping on valve
operability. However, Duke will not use these codes to correlate the test
loop piping with the McGuire discharge piping. Duke will use the EPRI data to
verify a separate code for this analysis.

Duke Valve Testing

Duke Power Company has established a full scale valve testing facility at
Marshall Steam Station Unit No. 2. This facility will be used to perform the
EPRI steam flow testing of power operated relief valves (PORV). Valves
identical to both the McGuire PORV and PORV block valve were tested at
Marshall for steam flow at McGuire full temperature and pressure conditions.
This testing was part of a Duke program independent of the EPRI program.
Several iterations of valve modifications were performed and tested until both
valves met all functional and design requirements. These modifications were
then performed on the PORV's and PORV block valves at McGuire.

II-2 6/18/82
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CONTAINMENT IS0I.ATION PROVISIONS

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.4
Action Plan - II.E.4.2

Containment isolation at McGuire is initiated by any one of the following
diverse parameters: (FSAR Figure 7.2.1-1 (8 of 16))

a. low steamline pressure (2/3)
b. low pressurizer pressure (2/4)
c. high containment pressure (2/4)
d. manual

Containment isolation valve control systems are designed such that resetting
of the containment isolation signal will not cause any containment isolation
valve to automatically reposition. Deliberate operator action is required to
reposition a containment isolation valve following reset of a containment
isolation signal.

Table 6.2.4-1 of the McGuire FSAR lists the containment piping penerations,
their functions, and other pertinent information. The McGuire Containment
Isolation System design has been reviewed with careful consideration given to
the definition of essential and non-essential systems. This review resulted
in no change in the list of systems considered essential. However, the
following modifications to the Containment Isolation System have been made.

a. Previously the Containment Ventilation Unit Drain Header containment
isolation valves (see item 102 of Table 6.2.4-1) closed upon receipt of
the high-high containment pressure signal (Phase B Isolation Signal).
This has been changed to signal the valves to close on a Phase A
Isolation Signal. The purpose of this line is only to prevent draining
ventilation unit condensate to the containment floor sumps during normal
operation and then having to process it through the waste system. It
does not serve to protect the ventilation units. Therefore, since
containment isolation takes priority over waste processing concerns, it
is necessary to isolate this line as early as possible.

b. Two 50 gpm sump pumps are provided in each of two Containment Floor and
Equipment Sumps and one 50 gpm pump is provided in the Incore
Instrumentation Sump. These pumps started automatically on high sump
level singals. They discharge to the 10,000 gallon Floor Drain Tank in
the Auxiliary Building. The automatic start feature for these pumps has
been replaced with manual start capability only. The automatic stop on
low sump level has been retained. Sump level indication and high level
alarm has been provided to the operator in the control room for the
Containment floor and equipment sumps. A high level annunciator alarm
and a hi-hi level computer alarm are provided in the control room for the
incore instrument room sump. For pump protection, an interlock has been
provided to trip the pumps or prevent them from starting if one of the
containment isolation valves in the sump discharge header closes. The
pumps also trip on a high containment radioactivity signal.

II-5 6/18/82
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INADEQUATE CORE COOLING INSTRUMENTS

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.3b
Action Plan - II.F.2

Subcooiing Monitor

The margin to saturation is calcuated from Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
pressure and temperature measurements (wide-range and low-range pressures,
wide-range hot leg temperatures, and temperatures from in-core thermocouples).
When RCS pressure is below 800 psig wide-range and low-range pressure inputs
are compared, and if the inputs agree within 20 psig the low range pressure
inputs are used. The wide range pressure inputs are used for the remaining
conditions. The in-core thermocouple readings (65) are averaged and compared
with the four wide-range hot leg temperatures (RTD's). The highest of these
temperatures and the appropriate pressure are then used to calculate a
conservative margin to saturation. Averaging of the thermocouple readings and
calcuation of margin to saturation are performed by the plant computer .

The computer output consists of a CRT graphic display of conservative margin
to saturation conditions, that is, a plot of plant pressure and temperature in
relation to a computer generated saturation curve. In addition, the following
numercial values are displayed: each RCS hot leg temperature, RCS pressure,
power level, margin to P each RCS loop margin to T thermocouple
average margin to P ,$$k,theminimumallowablemarg!$s, top and T
Alarm status is ind!$ated by flashing the alarming parameter o$8Ehe CRT gha.phics

display, the Alarm CRT, and by printout on the Alarm Typer. Two alarm set-
points are provided for both T

Further det5$Is on tE!!. The alarm setpoints are dependent
and P

subcooling monitor are provided inon reactor power.
the table which follows.

Normal control board instrumentation for RCS temperature and pressure will be
used in conjunction with a control room copy of the steam tables and a written
procedure to determine margin to saturation as a backup to the computer
calcuation.

This system for determining the degree of subcooling is fully operational on
both Units 1 and 2.

Reactor Vessel Level Measurement

| Duke will install the Westinghouse designed reactor vessel level measurement
system in McGuire Unit 1. This system is designed to monitor the water level
in the reactor vessel, or the approximate void content under forced
circulation conditions, during certain postulated accident conditions.
Included is equipment to monitor both the upper plenum (head) level, as well
as the entire height of the reactor vessel.

The system instrumentation permits vessel level measurement from the bottom to
the top of the reactor vessel, utilizing taps off of an existing spare head
penetration and a tap off a thimble tube at the seal table. Two sets of

II-9
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The system instrumentation permits vessel level measurement from the bottom to
the top of the reactor vessel, utilizing taps off an existing spare head
penetration and a tap off a thimble tube at the seal table. Two sets of
differential pressure transmitters are provided which have differing measure-
ment ranges to cover different flow behavior with and without pump operations.
The narrow range cells indicate water level when zero or one reactor coolant
pump is operating. The wide range cells indicate the combined core and
internals pressure drop for any combination of operating reactor coolant
pumps. The upper plenum measurement is taken by two differential pressure
transmitters between the same spare head penetration,' and taps off two hot
legs.

To minimize containment post-accident environment effects in measurement
accuracy, the system design is based upon locating the transmitters outside
the containment. Hydraulic isolators in the impulse lines provide the
required double barrier protection between the RCS and outside containment.
Reference leg temperature measurements, together with the existing RCS
temperature and pressure, are utilized to automatically compensate for
difference in coolant and reference leg temperature effects.

A more detailed description of this system was submitted to the NRC by
Mr. W. O. Parker's letter of January 16, 1981.

Mr. W. O. Parker's letter of March 9, 1981 addressed the five open items
contained on pages 22-52 of Supplement 4 to the McGuire Safety Evaluation
Report and the documentation requirements for Item II.F.2 as delineated in
NUREG-0737.

Installation of the system on Unit 1 is essentially complete although final
calibration hydraulic, balancing and functional testing has not been complete.
Provisions for installing the Westinghouse System on Unit 2 have been made;
however, the system will not be installed until operating experience
demonstrates the viability of the system and final approval of the system by
NRC is received.

II-10 6/18/82
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ADDITIONAL ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.8b
Action Plan - II.F.1

Noble Gas Monitors

Vent monitors for noble gases are provided with a range adequate to cover
both normal and postulated accident conditions. The previously installed
noble bas monitors at McGuire covered the range of 10-7 pCi/cc to 10+3 pCi/cc.
-A gross gamma detector was added to these monitors to extend the range up to
ip5 pCi/cc. This detector is attached to the outside of the unit vent and

i shielded to minimize count rate contribution from other possible sources. The
detector is sensitive to the 80 Kev energy range of noble gases and has a

; minimum of one decade overlap with the existing noble gas monitor. If an
; event were to occur to cause the activity being released to be in the range

of this additional detector, the noble gas monitor sample will be isolated.
This action will prevent the noble gas monitor from becoming c 7taminated and
rendering erroneous indications when activity starts decreasing.

The present radiation monitoring system provides detection of volatile and non-
volatile radioactive contamination of the secondary. A condensor air ejector
monitor continuously monitors gaseous activity released to the unit vent by the
condensor air ejector exhaust. A steam generator sample monitor continuously
monitors non-volatile activity in all steam generators. An alarm on either of
these monitors provides control room operators with an indication of steam
generator tube failure. By cycling steam generator samples individually through
the steam generator sample monitor control room operators can identify and if
desired isolate the affected steam generator. The condensor tir ejector monitor

i would quantify the level of radioactivity released to the environment prior to

; isolation of the affected steam generator.

;

;

t

i

:

l

.
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To quantify the level of radioactivity released in the event the affected

steam generator is not isolated and the atmospheric steam dump valves open,
Duke uses a steam radiation monitoring system. This system uses four area
radiation monitors (GA Model RD-1A) mounted in the doghouse, one near each of
the four main steam lines. Continuous display of the monitor readout is
provided in the control room. A strip chart recorder is also provided. The

2radioactivity range covered is 10 to 103 R/hr. These monitors are
calibrated every refueling outage using a 10 mci source. In addition an
electronic calibration is performed biannually.

Open-closed indication of the atomospheric steam dump valves is provided in
the control room. A computer program uses the length of time each valve is
open with the design steam flow per valve to calculate the total steam mass
released during a dump.

The containment hydrogen purge exhaust discharges through the unit vent and is
monitored by the unit vent radiation monitors.

Containment High Range Radiation Monitors

Two physically and electrically separated radiation monitors have been
installed inside the McGuire containment. These monitors are supplied by
General Atomics and feature GA detector model number RD23. Each monitor
utilizes an ionization chamber to measure gamma radiation and covers the range
from 100 8

to 10 R/hr. Nooverlapgingofrangesisrequired. Monitor
sensitivity to 62 Kev is 9.8X10 Amps / Rad /hr and the sensivity to 52 Kev is
9.0X10 12 Amps / Rad /hr. Seismic qualification of the monitor is in accordance
with IEEE344-1975 and environmental qualification is per IEEE323-1971.

One monitor is powered from the Train A vital instrument bus, and the other
monitor is powered from the Train B vital instrument bus. Analog meters (one
per train) continuously indicate monitor output in the control room. A
continuous strip chart recorder (one train) is also located in the control
room.

An electronic calibration of the monitors is performed every refueling outage.
In addition a radiation source will be used to perform an in-situ calibration
of the monitor range below 10 R/hr.

The monitors are mounted on the primary shield wall at an elevation of at
least 750+2 (10 feet or more above the maximum post-LOCA water level of 0 and
180* in the lower containment). The following McGuire General Arrangement
drawings show the plan and sectional views with the monitor locations drawn in.

Containment Pressure

Continuous indication of containment pressure has been provided in the control
room. Measurement and indication range extends from -5 psig to 60 psig. Each
of the redundant differential pressure transmitters is located in an
electrical penetration room and is equipped with one-half inch tubing impulse
lines. Each impulse line has a fail-closed isolation valve located in the
annulus. These valves are normally open and have position indication and
manual control in the

II-13
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control room. Continuous indication from each transmitter is provided in the
control room. In addition, one channel of containment pressure is recorded'
These instruments are completely independent of the existing containment
pressure transmitters.

Containment Water Level

Two containment floor and equipment sumps are provided on the floor of the
lower containment (El 725') to collect floor drains and equipment drains.
However, these sumps and their associated pumps and instrumentation serve no
safety function.

The containment emergency recirculation sump at McGuire encompasses the entire
floor of the lower containment. The two ECCS recirculation lines take suction
just inside the Containment wall at elevation 725' and are oriented horizontally.
They are not located in the bottom of a recess or sump in the floor. Redundant
safety grade level instrumentation is provided to measure emergency recirculation
sump level. The range of this instrumentation is 0-20 feet (El 725' to El 745')
which is equivalent to a lower containment volume of approximately 1,000,000
gallons. The accuracy of this instrumentation is 10% over the full range.

The redundant differential pressure transmitters utilized in this instrumentation
have bean relocated to the annulus where a filled capillary system connects
its associated transmitter with bellous sensors located inside containment. ,

Continuous indication from each transmitter is provided in the control room.
In addition, one channel of containment water level is recorded.

Containment Hvdrogen Monitoring

Continuous indication of hydrogen concentration in the containment atmosphere
has been provided in the control room. This hydrocen monitorine system
consists of two redundant Comsip, Inc./Delphi Systems Division K-lli analyzer
systems with a range of 0 to 30% hydrogen by volume. These analyzers operate
independent of the recombiner system and are powered from redundant Class
lE power supplies. Each analyzer has its own containment sample and
return lines, and is able to monitor either of two identical containment
sampling headers or the calibration gases. Each analyzer has a local

control panel indicator and alarm and a separate control room indicator and
alarm. In addition, one channel of containment hydrogen concentration is
recorded.

Each containment sample header has five inlet samples available for
monitoring.

1. Top of containment
2. Operating level
3. Basement
4. Radiation Monitor /Recombiner Inlet header
5. Radiation Monitor /Recombiner Discharge header

All sample selection and switching is accomplished manually by the operator
from the local analyzer control panel.

II-13A 6/18/82
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POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.8a
Action Plan - II.B.3

A new sampling panel has been designed to allow analysis of reactor coolant
samples under accident conditions. A new sampling line will be connected to
the present sampling line and routed directly to the sampling panel. In order
to minimize personnel access limitations, this routing will be in accordance
with the findings of the plant shielding review. This system will allow
collection of reactor coolant samples under both pressurized and zero pressure
conditions at any level of coolant activity. The design of this system sign-
ificantly reduces radiation exposures during sample collection under accident
conditions.

This liquid sample system consists of a sampler panel that houses the tubing,
valving, instrumentation and other system components. The system is
controlled and monitored remotely from the sampler control panel. Distance
and shielding are utilized to reduce personnel dose rates. The sampler panel
will be located in an area close to the containment that would normally have
limited accessibility. The sampler control panels will be located in an
accessible area shielded from the sampler panel location by walls, system
components, tanks, etc., up to 250 feet cabling distance from the sampler
panel. Sampler lines are stainless steel to facilitate flushing and cleaning
and are rated to 2500 psig and 650*F. A diagram of this system is provided on
the following figure.

The control of valves and pumps outside the containment is from the sampler
control panel. Sample isolation valves inside the containment and their
associated containment isolation valves are operated by the control room
operator to permit sampling. The operator can override these isolation valves
to permit sampling under accident conditions. Selection of sample lines is
provided on the sampler control panel. The logic of the control system will
operate the selected sample valves at the proper time in the sampling
sequence. The logic system also operates the demineralized water valves
associated with the selected sample valves to flush the sample lines at the
appropriate time in the sampling sequence. The operator can complete the
sampling sequence in approximately 20 minutes.

In addition to the reactor coolant sample line, a containment atmosphere
sample line will be routed to a new accident level sampling panel. The
containment atmosphere sample will be obtained from the hydrogen analyzer
sample lines.

This new post-accident sampling system is installed on Unit 1 and will be
installed on Unit 2 prior to initial criticality.

Procedures for collection and transport of reactor coolant, sump water, and
containment air samples under post-accident conditions have been revised to
incorporate actions to be taken to minimize radiation exposures. These
procedures specify the preplanning to be performed as well as modifications
and

II-14 6/18/82
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PLANT SHIEDLING

References: NUREG-0578 - 2.1.6b
Action Plan - II.B.2

General Design Criteria (GDC) 19 of Appendix A to 10CFR 50 and 10CFR 20
require control of radiation exposure to personnel associated with nuclear
station operations. In addition, GDC 4 of Appendix A to 10CFR 50 requires
safety equipment and systems to function in the environmental conditions to
which they either will or may be subjected during the station lifetime. A
review of the McGuire Nuclear Station has been conducted to determine if any
areas of the station fail to meet the above criteria. Personnel access
criteria is as recommended in Harold Denton's October 30, 1979 letter to all
operating nuclear power plants. These criteria are:

1) Less than 15 mR/br for areas requiring continuous occupancy and

2) GDC 19 (5 rem whole body or equivalent to any organ) for areas requiring
infrequent access.

Equipment suitability criteria is by comparison of calculated environmental
conditions with the equipment design and/or qualification.

The accident scenario selected to yield the greatest release of radioactivity
from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is the Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
with subsequent fuel damage. The basis for selecting this particular scenario
as the Design Basis Accident (DBA) is discussed in TID-14844. The resulting
airborne activity assumed to be released to the containment is 25% core inven-
tory of iodines and 100% core inventory of noble gases. These values are
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.4 and TID-14844. Typically, the liquid
activity has been assumed to be 50% core inventory of iodines and 1% core
inventory of the remaining fission products. These values are consistent with
Regulatory Guide 1.7 and TID-14844. However, Harold Denton's October 30, 1979
letter recommended the inclusion of 100% core inventory of noble gases with
the previous liquid activity. Our calculations show that less than 2% of the
noble gas inventory will remain in solution post-LOCA. Although we consider
the inclusion an unnecessary conservatism, we have accepted the NRC Staff
recommendation for our initial station review. As a result, the fission
product distribution assumed for the initial McGuire Nuclear Station review is:

Airborne: 100% core inventory of noble gases
25% core inventory of iodines

Liquid: 100% core inventory of noble gases
50% core inventory of iodines
1% core inventory of remaining fission products
(These activities are assumed to be homogeneously distributed
throughout a water volume consisting of: RCS, Core Flood Tanks,
water injected by the Safety Injection System, and water from the

Ice Condenser melt.)
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The major emphasis of the McGuire Nuclear Station plant shielding review was
to assure that station personnel would be able to carry out their emergency
procedures. The review featured the consistent use of the defined source
terms in conjunction with the KAP-VI computer code. Listed below are all
areas where radiation problems may exist and their present status.

1. Sample Room - Unit No. 1

New sampling panels have been designed to allow analysis of reactor
coolant and containment atmosphere samples under accident conditions.
However, samples from shared process systems are taken from the Unit 1
sample room. A large cable tray penetration is located in the wall
separating the sample room from the Unit 1 penetration area. The
locations of the cable tray opening and recirculation piping within the
penetration area allow significant radiation steaming into the sample
room. Using the radiation sources discussed earlier, the sample room
will be inaccessible for slightly more than one week. However, the
following samples have been identified as needing to be analyzed before
one week:

1. Recycle Holdup Tank
2. Waste Evaporator Holdup Tank
3. Waste Drain Tank
4. Boron Recycle Evaporator Condensate Demineralizer Outlet
5. Waste Evaporator Condensate Demineralizer Outlet

Due to the complexity of the geometries involved, shielding of the Unit I
sample room is not a viable solution.

An alternate method for collecting these samples through tell-tale drain
lines has been established. A review of tell-tale valve locations has
shown that all valves are located in the Auxiliary Building corridors and
are therefore accessible. Procedures for collecting these samples have
been written and no design modifications are necessary.

2. Floor Drain Tank Room

The RHR sump pumps discharge to the Floor Drain Tank. Manual valves
associated with isolating the Floor Drain Tank, and directing its
contents elsewhere for storage or processing, are located in this room.
As a result of the location and manual operation of these valves, per-
sonnel exposures could exceed GDC 19. Reach rods have been added to
these valves.

Duke Power Company is currently conducting a thorough review of the environ-
mental qualifications of Class IE equipment at McGuire. This review includes
possible radiation environments resulting from the source terms assumed in the
plant shielding review.
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COMPARISON OF CONTROL ROOM
PROTECTION AGAINST T0XIC GAS HAZARDS

WITH REGULATORY GUIDE 1.95

Paragraph Compliance Status

C-1 In Compliance

C-2 In Compliance

C-3-a-1 In Compliance

C-3-a-2 The McGuire Fresh Air Inlets Are
12 Feet Above Grade. They are
redundant and separated by 360 ft.

C-3-a-3 The equivalent and exchange rate

at McGuire is 935 CFM or 0.47/hr.
See section 6.4.3 of the FSAR.

C-3-a-4 In Compliance

C-3-b Not Applicable

C-3-c Not Applicable

C-3-d Not Applicable

C-3-e Not Applicable

C-3-f Not Applicable

C-4-a In Compliance

C-4-b In Compliance

C-4-c In Compliance

C-4-d-1 In Compliance

C-4-d-2 The McGuire System response time
is less than 15 seconds.

C-4-d-3 Three detectors in each air inlet
share a common power supply.

C-4-d-4 In Compliance.

C-4-d-5 The detection system is designed
to operate up to 120 F and 100%
R. H. and is installed in an
environment which does not exceed
these conditions under normal
plant operation.
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IE BULLETINS ON MEASURES TO MITIGATE SMALL-BREAK )
LOCA'S AND LOSS OF FEEDWATER ACCIDENTS

Reference: Action Plan - II.K.1

C.1.5

During the planning and procedure development stage of the integrated
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) test a complete review of all valves
receiving a safety injection actuation signal and containment isolation
signal was conducted. This review primarily evaluated the response time
requirements for each of these valves. However, in order to verify the
response times, valve positioning requirements were also reviewed. As
a result of this review and the successful performance of the integrated
ESF test, direct verification af correct valve positioning requirements
and valve positions under ESF conditions was obtained.

Correct valve positioning requirements, valve positions, and valve response
times are verified during the ESF test via the Operator Aid Computer (OAC).
The correctness of the OAC indication is verified through the use of operating
procedures which require visual verification that the valve position indication
in the control room and on the OAC is identical to the actual valve position.
These operating procedures are required to be performed on all ESF valves
after any maintenance activities which could affect proper operationof the
valve.

C.I.10

Operating and periodic test procedures that require valve movement in safety-
related systems have been reviewed and revised as necessary to provide
assurance that these valves are returned to their correct position. These

procedures require verification of the operability of a redundant system prior
to the removal of any safety-related system from service, verification of the
operability of all safety-related systems when they are returned to service,
and notification of and action by the Shift Supervisor and reactor operators
whenever any safety-related system is removed from or returned to service.
Formal checklists are used to provide assurance that all valves in these
safety-related systems are properly aligned. These procedures also require
independent verification of proper velve alignment.

A removal and restoration procedure governs the repositioning of valves in
safety-related systems following maintenance activities or other non-normal
activities which require valve movement. A formal checklist provides assurance
that all safety-related valves are' properly aligned following these activities.
This procedure also requires independent verification of proper valve alignment.
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FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BULLETINS AND ORDERS TASK FORCE

Reference: Action Plan - II.K.3

C.3.1 and C.3.2

The Westinghouse Owners Group has submitted WCAP 9804 which provides historical
PORV failure rate data and describes the effect that the post-TMI modifications
have had on reducing the probability of a small break LOCA due to a stuck open
PORV. This document also evaluates a conceptual automatic PORV block valve
closure system and demonstrates that such a system does not provide additional
protection against a PORV LOCA.

C.3.3

Duke Power Company will promptly report to the NRC any failure of a McGuire
PORV or safety valve to close. In addition, all challenges to the PORVs or
safety valves will be documented and reported to the NRC.

C.3.5

The Westinghouse Owners Group has performed analyses, using the Westinghouse
small break evaluation model (WFLASH), which show ample time is available for
the operator to trip the reactor enolant pumps following certain size small

break LOCAs (see WCAP-9584). In addition the Westinghouse Owners Group is
supporting a best estimate study, using the NOTRUMP computer code, to demon-
strate that tripping the reactor coolant pump at the worst trip time af ter a
small break will lead to acceptable results.

For both of these analysis efforts, the Westinghouse Owners Group is performing
blind post-test predictions of LOFT experiment L3-6. The input data and model
to be used with the WFLASH on LOFT L3-6 was submitted to the NRC on December 1,

1980 (NS-TMA-2348). The information to be used with NOTRUMP on LOFT L3-6 will
be submitted to the NRC prior to performance of the L3-6 test as stated in the
Westinghouse Owners Group letter dated December 3, 1980 (letter OG-45).

The LOFT prediction from both models has been submitted to the NRC. Based on
these studies, the Westinghouse Owners Group believes that resolution of the
automatic reactor coolant pump trip issue will be achieved without any design
modifications. In the event that this is not the case, a schedule will be
provided for potential modifications.

C.3.9

Westinghouse has completed its review of the pressure integral derivative (PID)
controller installed on the McGuire PORVs. WCAP 8921, the NSSS Control System
Setpoint Study, gives a value of "zero" for the pressurizer PID controller rate
time constant. The McGuire time constant has been adjusted accordingly.
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C.1.10 and C.3.12

The design of McGuire Nuclear Station did not feature a reactor trip on turbina
trip. This trip was removed from the McGuire design to prevent unnecessary
reactor trips, particularly during initial startup. Unnecessary reactor trips
should be avoided to minimize reactor coolant system thermal cycles and chal-
lenges to the reactor coolant system protective devices. The removal of this
anticipatory trip was possible due to the full load rejection capability of
McGuire.

The McGuire trip system keeps surveillance on process variables which are
directly'related to equipment mechanical limitations, such as pressure, pres-
surizer water level (to prevent water discharge through safety valves) and .l.0
on variables which directly affect the heat transfer capability of the reactor
(e.g., flow, reactor coolant temperatures). Still other parameters utilized
in the reactor trip system are calculated from various process variables. In

any event, whenever a direct process or calculated variable exceeds a setpoint,
the reactor will be shut down in cruer to protect against either gross damage
to fuel cladding or loss of system integrity which could lead to release of
radioactive fission products into the containment.

An analysis was conducted to determine the potential for pressurizer PORV
challenges following a turbine trip from full power both with and without
an i= mediate reactor trip on turbine trip. This analysis considered both
normal plant response and cases assuming the f ailure of certain central systems
that can influence challenges to the pressurizer PORVs. Two types of control
system failures were considered: failure of all steam dump valves to open on
demand (not including the steam generator PORVs); and complete failure of
pressurizer spray to function on demand. Partial failures (for example, failure
of half of the steam dump valves) were not considered.

The analysis demonstrated that if all of the steam dump valves failed to open
the pressurizer PORVs would be challenged regardless of the presence or absence
of an immediate reactor trip on turbine trip at full power. If there was no
failure of the steam dump valves the absence of the subject trip would result
in challenges to the pressurizer PORVs whereas the presence of such a trip
would not challenge the PORVs.

Installation of a direct reactor trip on turbine trip would only protect against
PORV challenges initiated by a narrow range of events, that is turbine t rips
not initiated by a reactor trip ar a safety injection and occurring at or iear
full power. Furthermore, valvoa identical to the McGuire PORVs and PORV block
valves have been subjected to extensive steam flow testing. This testing was
conducted at Duke's Marshall Steam Station in conjunction with the EPRI valve
testing program. The testing demonstrates that the McGuire PORVs and FORV
block valves meet all functional and design requirements and provides added
assurance of proper PORV and PORV block valve operation.

Duke has installed a direct reactor trip on turbine trip to provide this addi-
tional protection against PORV challenges. The reactor trip on turbine trip
will be generated by either of the following signals:

e Four-out-of-four turbine stop valves closed
e Two-out-of-three turbine auto-stop oil pressure low

6/18/82
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The four turbine stop valve signals will be developed through the actuation if
independent limit switches mounted on the stop valve assemblies. Each of the
four turbine stop valve signals can be tested individually from the control
room through the digital electrohydraulic (DEH) control panel. The turbine
auto-stop oil system is the medium through which a turbine trip is initiated.
Turbine auto-stop oil pressure is measured by three independent pressure
switches which are mounted located adjacent to the turbine. The pressure
switches can be tested from the control room by applying power to three
solenoid valves located in the auto-stop oil syster. The test circuit is
designed to allow one pressure switch test per test actuation.

The limit switches and pressure switches used in this application are similar
to those used in other Class IE applications in the plant. Although the main
turbine generator is not seismic Category I, these limit switches and pressure
switches are seismically qualified and the associated cables will be installed
in accordance with the McGuire separation criteria.

Each turbine stop valve limit switch and each turbine auto-stop oil pressure
switch provide an input to both trains of the solid state protection system
(SSPS). If either logic function as described above is satisfied, a reactor
trip signal will be generated provided reactor power is greater than
approximately 48% (P8). A logic diagram for the reactor trip on turbine trip
is provided on the following figure .

It should be noted that the reactor trip on turbine trip was originally part
of the McGuire SSPS design with the exception that the E3 interlock will be
substituted for the P7 interlock. It is therefore concluded that rein-
stituting this trip will not degrade the existing protection system since all
separation, testing, and reliability considerations are in accordance with the
original SSPS design.

C.3.17

The MNS Technical Specifications include the requirement for submitting
information on outages for components of the emergency core cooling system.

C.3.25

At McGuire Nuclear Station the reactor coolant pump seal water is supplied by
the charging pumps and cooled by component cooling water. Nuclear service
water in turn cools the component cooling water. In the event of a loss of
offsite power at McGuire the component cooling water pumps, the nuclear
service water pumps, and the charging pumps are all supplied with emergency
power from the emergency diesel generators.
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COMMISSION ORDERS ON BABC0CK AND WILCOX PLANTS

Reference: Action Plan - II.K.2

C.2.13

WCAP 10019 which addresses the NRC requirements of detailed analysis of the
thermal-mechanical conditions in the reactor vessel during recovery from small
breaks with an extended loss of all feedwater was submitted to the NRC on
December 30, 1981 (OG-66). This WCAP was developed under the sponsorship of
the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG). On March 23, 1982 WOG 1etter OG-68 was
submitted to the NRC which described the additional effort underway to resolve
NRC comments and questions concerning WCAP 10019. Results of the program to
date show that McGuire and other NTOL plants can withstand the limiting
transients for the expected life of their vessels. If these cenclusions
change, appropriate corrective action would be taken.

C.2.17

The Westinghouse Owners Group analyzed the potential for void formation in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) during natural circulation cooldown conditions
(as described in Westinghouse's letter NS-TMA-2298). The results of this
analysis were submitted on April 20, 1981 (OG-57). The specific McGuire
response was provided on January 20, 1982 in response to Generic Letter 81-21.

C.2.19

II.K.2.19 - Sequential Auxilary Feedwater Flow Analysis

Subsequent analysis of this item resulted in the cor. elusion that no action was
required for Westinghouse plants.

4
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UPGRADED EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Reference: Action Plan - III.A.1.1

The documents, " Emergency Plan for McGuire Nuclear Station," and " Duke Power
Company Crisis Manap:An't Plan," describe the actions to be taken in the event
of a radiological accident where the health and safety of station personnel
and the general public may be involved. The station document was reviewed by
the NRC and was found to meet the requirements of Appendix E to 10CFR Part 50
(McGuire SER, NUREG-0422). The State of North Carolina, the counties of
Mecklenburg. Lincoln, Gaston, Iredell and Catawba, and the State of South
Carolina have also developed plans for coping with radiological emergencies.

Duke Power Company's emergency plan for McGuire was revised per NUREG-0654
and submitted to the NRC in a March 20, 1980 letter from Mr. W. O. Parker to
Mr. R. L. Baer. An NRC emergency planning review team visited McGuire on
June 16 and 17, 1980 and reviewed the McGuire emergency plan and selected
McGuire emergency procedures. Duke evaluated the review team's report and
revised the McGuire emergency plan appropriately. On August 25, 1980 the
McGuire Nuclear Station Emergency Plan was submitted to the NRC for formal
review against NUREG-0654. R. L. Tedesco issued the comments from this review
to Mr. William 0. Parker, Jr. on November 14, 1980. Duke Power Company will
reply to these comments, submit revision 1 to the McGuire Emergency Plan, and
submit the McGuire Nuclear Station Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures for
NRC review by February 16, 1981. Duke's Crisis Management Plan, the state's
emergency plan, and the counties' emergency plans were submitted for NRC
review on January 7,1981.

The initial McGuire Emergency Management Response Exercise took place on
December 5 and 6, 1980. NRC and FEMA representatives observed the exercise
and, with minor changes to the plans, indicated they would, in their pre-
liminary review, recommend approval of onsite and offsite planning and
capabilities. Periodic exercises are held in accordance with applicable
requirements.
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